
Data & Analytics in  
Digital Currency and Blockchain
Investigations and Disputes

FTI Consulting’s Data & Analytics (D&A) experts have worked on some of the biggest financial 
crime investigations in the world, combining advanced analytic methods with traditional data 
analysis. Our clients rely on our technical expertise in conjunction with our regulatory, valuation, 
cyber security professionals to help them investigate potential exposure to digital currency 
money laundering/financial crime, resolve contract disputes and issues resulting from Initial 
Coin Offerings (ICOs).

FTI’s professionals have experience extracting and analyzing 
transactional data from permissionless blockchain ledgers 
by leveraging data mining, web scraping, and other 
investigative techniques to derive meaningful insights and 
identify abnormalities or trends in blockchain transactions. 

FTI assists clients with regulatory responses related to 
cryptocurrencies’ ICOs by collecting data from comparable 
currencies and developing statistical analyses to find points of 
comparison with other already established coins.

FTI’s D&A team maintains an Ethereum Archive node, a 
strong understanding of Ethereum’s Virtual Machine and 
its programming language (Solidity) and has experience 
analyzing smart contracts on its blockchain.  

We can also assist with financial crime challenges by 
combining our libraries of open-source data, intelligence 
tools, and established CipherTrace Sentry and Inspector 
interfaces, that provide cryptocurrency AML and forensics, 
and blockchain threat. 

WE CAN SUPPORT YOU IN IDENTIFYING 
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE 
FOLLOWING AREAS:

 Mixers or Tumblers: Services that mix potentially 
identifiable or ‘tainted’ cryptocurrency funds with 
others, so as to obscure the trail back to the funds’ 
original source.

 Peer-2-Peer Exchanges: On-chain decentralized 
exchanges such as BitShares or Stellar DEX.

 Abnormal Patterns: Analysis and identification of 
abnormal and suspicious transaction patterns for  
targeted ledgers.

 Darknet Association: High-risk onion services 
available only via Tor browser.

 High-Risk Counterparty Identification: The 
technology that allows counterparty nodes to 
communicate with each other via blockchain. 

 Dapps: Decentralized applications launched on a 
blockchain, some of which are high-risk apps such  
as gambling. 

 Privacy Coins:  Tokens such as Monero and Zcash 
that utilize unique hash algorithms and consensus 
mechanisms to obfuscate tracking efforts. 
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FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change, mitigate  
risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI Consulting 
professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and 
overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.©2020 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved. www.fticonsulting.com

5,700+
Employees 

96/100
Advisor to 96 of the 
world’s top 100 law firms

53
53 of Fortune Global 100 
corporations are clients

8/10
Advisor to 8 of the 
world’s top 10 bank 
holding companies

$4.7BLN
Equity Market 
Capitalization*

NYSE:FCN
Publicly traded

With offices in every major financial  
center and every corner of the 
globe, we successfully serve our 
clients wherever challenges and 
opportunities arise.

About FTI Consulting

To find out more about how our services and 
solutions can help your business, please contact 
one of our professionals below or visit us at

www.fticonsulting.com/data-and-analytics

SUZANNE LAMPOW-BERNARD
Managing Director 
Data & Analytics, Americas
+1 416 319 9860 
suzanne.lampow-bernard@fticonsulting.com

JOE KNIGHT
Managing Director
Data & Analytics, Americas
+1 202 589 2390
joe.knight@fticonsulting.com

HARRIS LABEL
Senior Consultant 
Data & Analytics, Americas
+1 646 576 8140
harris.label@fticonsulting.com

*Number of total shares outstanding as of April 23, 2020, times the closing share price as of April 30, 2020.
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